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Traffic surveillance and 
analytics solution that 
offers the operator 
detailed insights into 
roaming service 
performance and 
trends hidden in 
roaming traffic

Detects, analyses 
and gives meaning to 
observed patterns in 
roaming traffic

Detects silent and 
high-usage data 
roamers and measures 
the extent of the silent 
roamer issue with 
real-time traffic data

Launching silent-roamer 
incentives: A frequent traveller 
to Singapore who is a silent 
roamer receives a tailored 
package of 1 GB per day for 
data roaming when he / she 
lands in Singapore.

Which of my roaming 
partners offers the best 
Quality of Service?

Why can’t my roamers 
use SMS in Cuba?

What is the average stay 
period of an AT&T roamer 
on my network?

Launch of packages to 
increase data roaming 
revenues and keep subscribers 
better informed, safer and 
more encouraged to use
data while roaming.

Launch of tailored bundles: 
Roamers get 1 GB of data per 
day with free Facebook access 
in China, Japan, Malaysia and 
Indonesia with data speeds 
of 20 Mbps. Speed will be 
throttled to 512 Kbps when 
the package is used up.

A solution set that 
enables the operator 
to maximise outbound 
data roaming revenue 
and optimise 
subscribers’ data 
roaming experience

Tools to control 
roaming experience 
(eg: Tailored bundles, 
service quality control, 
data throttling)

Allows operators to 
launch customised 
offers to wake up 
silent roamers

VS

FEATURE ANSWERS QUESTIONS LIKE: FEATURE ALLOWS ACTIONS LIKE:

SMART
A ROAMING ANALYTICS SOLUTION

% How much of my SMS traffic 
from Mozambique is spam?

Where are the loopholes in 
my SMS firewall?

How much of my traffic is 
generated by connected 
machines vs people?

What percentage of my 
roamers actually use billable 
data services?

Are they silent by choice or 
is there a technical problem?

How many roamers in India 
have been silent for at least 
48 hours?
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Real-time alerts to technical 
and ops teams on:

SMS outages 

Spike in SMS volumes from 
known fraud source

Detection of attempt to steal 
the location info of a roamer

DATA ROAMING CONTROL
BOOSTING THE ROAMING BUSINESS

Real-time subscriber 
tracking and historical 
reporting enables 
rapid investigation and 
root-case analysis for 
subscriber impacting 
issues in roaming

Decoded transaction 
tracing to allow 
operators to speed up 
information gathering 
and root cause 
determination

VIP monitoring – reports 
on the experience of 
enterprise customers 
and other high premium 
customers

Automated real-time 
alerts and alarm 
management to monitor 
network KPIs and 
QoS changes 

VIP packages: 
20 Mbps data speed, allowing 
1 GB of data access per day.

Student packages: 
4 Mbps data speed, allowing 
500 MB of data access per day 
during non-peak hours only.

Why did the network block the 
roamer’s outbound SMS?

Does the roamer’s bill reflect 
the actual data volumes seen 
by the network?

Did the subscriber fail to 
end the call or was it a 
network failure?

Subscriber notifications: 
On landing in a foreign country 
roamers are informed of the 
charges via SMS. They are 
notified in real-time each time 
they use €10 of roaming data. 
When they reach their usage 
caps roaming is blocked until 
they request to be unblocked.

Directing of roamers to 
preferred networks through 
QoS: When a roamer roams in 
a particular country, they may 
get excellent QoS in network A, 
average QoS in Network B and 
no coverage in Network C.

Bill shock prevention – 
Measures data use 
during roaming, blocks 
the subscriber when 
they reach their limit, 
and allows the 
subscriber to unblock 
to a further data 
usage limit 

Subscriber experience 
control – Enables quality 
of service management 
(eg: higher quality of 
service on specific 
partner networks)

Data bundle 
management – allows 
operators to create 
roaming bundles 
for specific customer 
segments (eg: VIPs, 
students)

Real-time reports sent to 
marketing teams on:

Response to silent roamer 
campaigns providing updates 
on revenue, service uptake, 
average response time.

Top offer, top day of the week, 
number of offers made.

Reports on campaign 
performance KPIs and 
limited data mining

VS

FEATURE ANSWERS QUESTIONS LIKE: FEATURE ALLOWS ACTIONS LIKE:

SMART
A ROAMING ANALYTICS SOLUTION

Do I have all the technical data 
for AT&T entered in my 
network nodes?

Where was the point of failure 
for the traffic outage?

How many times did the 
roamer try to cancel the 
Google Maps data session?

Where are my VIPS and 
on which networks are 
they roaming?

Why can’t the CEO of Coca-Cola 
register on Proximus?

What was the SMS success rate 
for PWC’s management team 
during the conference?
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